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Use this information to help you choose the correct form of the verb in these sentences. 
Circle the correct part of the verb and underline the subject the verb is referring to. 

1. The boys has / have broken a window playing football.

2.  We  was  /   were going outside to play on our bikes.

3.  All the animals in the zoo    has /   have been shut up for the night.

4.  Was /   were your slippers in your bedroom?

5.  The game   has /   have been put back in the cupboard.

6.  Jim and Fred   was /   were skateboarding down the street.

7.  His shoe   is /   are covered in mud.

8.  We   was /   were going on the bus to town.

9.  Each of us   is /    are taking turns to read.

10.  The bikes   was /   were wobbling all over the road.

11.  Billy’s gloves   is /   are on the bus.

Learning Objective: to ensure consistency between the person (subject) and verb, when using the verb ‘to be’ and the verb ‘to have’.

Name: Date:

Write 5 sentences using the verb ‘to be’.  Use ‘ is ’ and ‘ are ’ in your sentences. Then 
put your sentences into the past tense by changing the verbs to ‘ was ’ and ‘ were ’.

We use the singular when talking about one person or thing and the plural when talking about more
than one person or thing. Singular: am/is   was   has Plural: are   were   have

Put the correct form of the verb in the blank spaces.

1. His right leg ___________ injured when he fell off his bike.

2. After tea we ___________ going to the cinema.

3. ___________ either of you eaten the cake?

4. Everyone ___________ passed their Maths test.

5. Mum ___________ going to make a pizza for tea.

6. Dad reads the paper when he ___________ had his tea.

7. ___________ you coming to my house to play after school?

8. The lions ___________ roaring loudly yesterday at the zoo.

9. We ___________ sad when we finished reading the book.

10. “___________ there anyone in?” asked the milkman.
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Making Subject and Verb Agree in Sentences
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